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02 Honda Accord 5 speed manual transmission, won;t go into reverse, what is wrong or what can I check Answered by a verified Mechanic for HondaI assume it is a Honda of some sort. The usual cause of not being
able to get a Honda into a particular gear, especially neutral, is worn bushings in the shift linkage. However, if
the gears grind and won't stop grinding when you are trying to shift into reverse the clutch is dragging (not fully
disengaging).When the transmission is cold I never have a problem with reverse (leaving for work in the am),
but always have a problem getting to work and reversing into a spot. I have to go back to the dealer soon to pick
up my plates and was going to address this anyway. But I wanted to see if I was missing anything before I look
like a newb in manual car.Honda Manual Transmission Wont Go In Reverse Ebook Honda Manual
Transmission Wont Go In Reverse currently available at www.borderlessconsumer.com for review only, if you
need complete ebook Honda Manual Transmission Wont Go In Reverse please fill out registration form to
access in our databases. Summary : Why wont my car go in reverse or ...When you miss shift going into 3rd that
it wont go into reverse. I had this problem all the time till i got a shorth throw shift adapter, its only happened
about once since i got it. But the only way if found to correct the problem is go to a parking lot thats empty push
the clutch in and while you are letteing the clutch out force it into reverse.I have a 1998 Honda civic lx
automatic and it runs great but wont go in reverse and forward. when I first crank it up it goes in forward and
reverse but then its stops going after it runs for a little in forward or reverse. please comment on what I should
do, get a transmission or rebuild the one I have or change the fluid to see if it helps5 speed manual tranmission
will not shift into reverse, at all. ... goes forward in neutral and reverse gears wont ... manual transmission. It
will only go into 2nd ...My Car Won't Go in Reverse by Jen N One of the more costly things to repair in your
car is the transmission, and usually, diagnosing the problem involves taking out the entire transmission and
disassembling it.A car that won't back up properly is indicative of several possible problems, some which
depend on whether you have an automatic or manual transmission. Generally speaking, reverse shifting
problems stem from transmission fluid problems. More diffucult problems include transmission wear and
damage that may require expensive repair work.Manual transmission can’t shift to a reverse, but why does the
other shift working fine? How does the clutch in a manual transmission work? What is the benefit of having
more gears in manual transmission and automatic transmission?

